
BURIED LIES

CHAPTER

1

Demo Mike tapped the forefinger of his good hand against the
computer screen. Dark lines appeared in the powder blue field, whirling out of
an imaginary distance and assembling themselves into a roof, wall, windows,
doors, even gutters and a patio awning. Every detail accurately drawn by a
globe of lasers atop the cab of the Milton Fire Department’s spanking new
pumper.

Behind me, another fire engine squealed around the clubhouse circle
and killed its siren as it banged down the slope of the parking lot. Demo didn’t
react. He hiked the heavy black slicker higher on his badly sloping shoulders,
pushed the oily black firefighter’s helmet to the back of his head, squinted hard
at the screen.

“Demo, I don’t see any smoke or flames,” I said, scanning the real
windows and roof. “Maybe it’s a false alarm.”

“We’ll find out, Kieran,” he said. “This machine doesn’t lie.”
The din mounted around us. Firemen shouted as they laced the parking

lot with hoses, tied in to hydrants that suddenly sprang from the azalea bush
beside the sixteenth tee and the pine shrubs lining the practice range. Another
truck angled into position, two powerful floodlights bathing the building in
instant daylight. A cherry-picker lowered its anchoring struts and raised its arm
while the fireman in the bucket fiddled with the water cannon.

The building in the fire department’s crosshairs was actually a
conglomeration of three separate units. Most obvious, and dearest to my
palpitating heart, was the pro shop where for four years I had plied my trade as
golf professional at the Milton Country Club. A large garage abutting the shop
housed the club’s fleet of fifty electric golf carts. The club’s Hispanic
restaurant workers lived in a warren of rooms above the garage. In the good old
days before political correctness, everyone at the club called these rooms the
monkey house. Now you heard that only from unreconstructed bigots or from
people, like myself, who doubted vapid vocabulary engendered kinder souls.

Demo tapped a little box on the screen labeled INFRARED. The
building image immediately darkened to black. Slowly, tiny digitalized boxes
of color appeared: blues, greens, purples.

“Bingo,” he said as a splotch of purple lightened to a pulsating red blob.
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“That’s a fire?”
“That’s combustion.”
“Oh,” I said. “Having practiced law before becoming a golf pro, I

understood fine distinctions. This one escaped me completely.
“It could be a flaming gas, or it could be a glowing solid. Very esoteric

stuff to the layman.”
Demo tapped his finger again. The image rotated slowly through 360

degrees. The red blob oscillated like a wobbling toy top. I looked at the
building again. Still no visible combustion. Maybe the machine can lie, I
hoped.

“Damn. Can’t get a good depth fix with this friggin’ thing.”
This was a hell of an admission from demo, a kid with a genius IQ who

would have made Harvard or Yale if a stroke hadn’t felled him during his
junior year of high school. He didn’t fit the normal volunteer fireman profile,
but the chief pressed him to join because no one could work the new pumper’s
computerized fire detection system. Demo, one of those twenty-somethings
born with 46 chromosomes and a computer chip in his genes, jumped at the
chance to practice applied wizardry. I’m not anti-tech. I just believed the new
pumper needed a track record longer than a month before I yielded my undying
faith.

“You have any idea where that might be?” he said.
Demo’s combustion glowed somewhere behind my shop. Maybe in the

bag room, where the membership stored its golf clubs; maybe in the cart
garage.

“The bag room has a closet about there,” I said. “The cart garage has
one directly on the other side of the inside wall.”

“The garage has battery chargers, right?” said Demo. “Hmm. The heat
source isn’t super hot yet. Could be a short in one of those chargers. Could be a
smoldering wire touched  something off. Anything flammable in those
closets?”

My stomach sank. “Lots of things.”
Demo killed the screen and shoved off toward the chief. Limping fast,

his entire body rose and fell like a piston.
“What’s going on?” I said.
“Everything’s fine, Kieran. Whatever’s burning in there, we’ll take care

of it. You just bask away for now.”
I didn’t like being dismissed by a twenty year old, especially one who

admitted to looking up to me as a role model. But Demo now numbered
firefighting among his many bailiwicks, so I stumbled over some hoses to the
edge of the practice range where the restaurant workers huddled at the base of a
pine tree. Half still wore their dirty kitchen linens, the rest gripped blankets
around their shoulders. They were squat, grim men with flat faces and thick
black hair who suddenly materialized at your elbow to clear away dinner plates
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or refill a salt shaker. They seemed even more grim that usual in the stark wash
of the floodlights. Worried, as if they knew something Demo’s laser-guided
infrared homing system didn’t show.

Demo spoke to the chief, who waved a few other firemen into a tight
circle. After a minute of nodding and shaking and pointing, they broke away.
The restaurant workers sensed something afoot and started jabbering
something harsher than the Spanish I usually recognized.

A crowd gathered behind me. Neighbors, college kids cruising a
summer’s night, people attracted off the Post Road by the bright lights and
grinding engines. I remembered a fire at a dry cleaners in Milton on a winter’s
night many years ago. Only a boy, I’d stood in a crowd, hooting at firemen,
wondering when the flames would flash, waiting for something to happen
because this was a show and the dry cleaners didn’t belong to me. Then I saw a
classmate, a pretty Italian girl with dark curly hair, crying as she picked her
way through the crowd. Her father owned the adjoining barber shop, and she
feared the fire would spread. Right at that moment, I stopped hooting and
laughing, stopped wishing for something spectacular to happen.

I glanced again at the restaurant workers. As badly as the fire would
affect me, it would devastate them. My insurance was paid up. My summer
inventory was almost gone; my huge investment in fall merchandise luckily
hadn’t arrived. The workers lived in the monkey house, probably minus
insurance. If the fire spread, they’d have their blankets and linens. Nothing
else.

The first plume of smoke curled out from under the eaves of the
monkey house roof just as the water started arcing up from the ground hoses
and funneling down from the water cannon. The college kids applauded. A
fireman opened the door to the monkey house staircase. Thick black smoke
billowed out, and almost immediately a red glow appeared in the windows
above. One worker screamed, and suddenly I didn’t feel as sanguine as Demo.

Glass shattered everywhere. Several more smoke plumes eddied from
under the eaves. A flaming curtain flapped in a window. One of the college
kids narrated the action sportscaster style while his buddies howled. The
fireman in the cherry-picker worked the levers, steering for a better angle at
flames rushing along the gutter line. 

That’s when the building blew.
A tremendous fireball tore upward through the roof. Flaming timbers

shot skyward, spinning wildly. Shingles peeled back, fluttering like bats. The
cherry-picker’s arm rocked, then suddenly buckled, dumping the fireman to the
wet pavement with a sickening thud.

Time stopped for a single elongated second. The flames froze; the hiss
of the water, the shouts of the firemen, the last echoes of the blast receded into
silence. And then everything returned in a crashing rush. Several smaller
explosions shook the building in quick succession. An EMS crew surrounded
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the injured fireman, frantically clapping an oxygen mask onto his face and
lifting him onto a gurney.

The flames raged out of control, licking at the sky.. Blasts of heat
pushed us back into the practice range. The college kids, suddenly humbled,
gaped in silence as whole sections of plywood wall cracked and splintered,
layers opening like pages of a book. Through gaping holes in the cart garage,
fiberglass shells bubbled and bulged grotesquely. Batteries popped, shooting
their cell caps through the air like sparklers.

Some time later, Demo pulled up wearily beside me, wiping the length
of his good arm across his brow.

“I never expected ... the readouts said ... Maybe we opened it up wrong,
created a draft. We’re just gonna let it burn itself out now. Can’t spread
anywhere, you know?”

“What about the guy in the bucket?”
“Mickey? Pretty bad, I heard,” Demo said, and dragged himself back to

the pumper.
Another section of wall crumbled with hissing, cracking, snapping

sounds. My suddenly visible pro shop looked like hell. Literally. Club displays
and clothing racks collapsed in flaming heaps. A huge golf bag dangling from a
rafter ignited like a mini-Hindenburg. Yes, I had my insurance paid up. But the
thought comforted me as much as being flattened by a drunken driver and
knowing I could sue from my hospital bed.

Watching soon turned pointless, so I headed for my car. That’s when I
remembered three items no amount of insurance money could compensate: a
framed photograph and the first two golf trophies I ever won. I’d carted these
mementoes around with me for more than twenty years. College dorm, law
school rooming house, my office at Inglisi & Lenahan, a Florida apartment
during my professional golf apprenticeship, and finally a glass shelf above the
pro shop’s cash register. Almost certainly, the fire had reduced them to curled
ashes and dollops of metal.

Now I understood why my pretty Italian classmate had cried that night
so many years ago. Fire consumes. It doesn’t matter that you have insurance. It
doesn’t matter if tomorrow you’ll report it to your agent and he’ll cut you a
check for emergency cash. Fire consumes, and more than the walls and the
carpets and the furniture. It consumes the spirit, the opera that echoed while the
barber cut your hair, the sudden putting contests you enjoyed with members on
rainy afternoons. The Lares and Penates of the modern world.

I swallowed hard, and slammed shut the car door. 
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